MARCHING BANDS #3
by Trip Payne

ROWS
1  a  Feast
   b  Submitting: 2 words
2  a  First word in the title of 1990's Best Picture
   b  Budapest neighbor in the board game Diplomacy
3  a  An aye for an eye?
   b  Rocks with bands
4  a  Attacked with vigor
   b  Hits in the leg, perhaps
5  a  Clothing on the front
   b  Septuagenarian, frequently
6  a  Like many churches
   b  Tributary of the Missouri
   b  Weight in a tackle box
7  a  It permeates a plumbing vent: 2 words
   b  Baryshnikov's nickname
8  a  Part of some newspaper pages: 2 words
   b  One checking for poison, perhaps
9  a  Mineral named for its green color
   b  Silk-spraying opponent of Godzilla
10 a  Easter parade wear
    b  Bye recipient, sometimes: 2 words
11 a  Large numbers
    b  Tiki bar cocktail: 2 words
12 a  They bear arms
    b  1969 role for Dustin
13 a  Out of Africa author
    b  Dull, dark quality
    c  Character in the Iliad
    d  Pulsars, for example: 2 words
    e  Pinsetters' places
    f  Third sequel to First Blood
    g  African menaces
    h  Former Saudi king

BANDS
A  a  Out of Africa author
   b  Dull, dark quality
   c  Character in the Iliad
   d  Pulsars, for example: 2 words
   e  Pinsetters' places
   f  Third sequel to First Blood
   g  African menaces
   h  Former Saudi king
B  a  Focuses of the TV show Who Do You Think You Are?
   b  Where you might sleep if you have a reservation
   c  Because of this, contractually
   d  Brand with a ProActive Health line
   e  What the glass represents on the USDA's 2011 "MyPlate" replacement for the Food Pyramid
   f  Pace rival: 3 words
C  a  #1 hit for Billy Idol: 2 words
   b  Hunting guide?: 4 words
   c  Court activity for Court
   d  Cools one's heels
D  a  Had something
    b  Horace scholar, e.g.
    c  Horror sequel subtitled The Awakening: 2 words
    d  Dish-inventing bacteriologist
E  a  Approximation portmanteau
    b  Brasserie handout
F  a  Athletic pursuit of Ann Romney
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